A Change in the Baker Library Catalog

Starting July 1st, the current Baker Catalog will no longer be available. Searching and renewal of materials will take place only on the HOLLIS system. For the past several years, Baker has maintained its own online catalog separate from HOLLIS, but searching the Baker Catalog did not reveal the wealth of material available throughout the Harvard system. Students and faculty at other parts of Harvard could not clearly determine the availability of materials here at Baker. All that inconvenience will end with this transition to HOLLIS.

So what will be new on July 1st?

• You will use the HOLLIS Catalog link on the Baker Library homepage.
• For those who search both Baker and HOLLIS to get the best search results, there will now only be one catalog to search.
• You will be able to determine availability for all copies at Harvard libraries.
• You will be able to renew library items online using HOLLIS.
• You will use HOLLIS to review a list of what you have checked out.

If you are new to using HOLLIS or need assistance, please see the HOLLIS Catalog Reference Guide, or contact circreq@hbs.edu.